De kracht van echte mannen

De vier temperamenten in jou
Inzicht in je ervaringen
Jouw persoonlijkheid en de elementen

Leer werken met dolfijnenenergie

Durf een rebel te zijn

Ontdek wie jij écht bent
DOLPHINS, ANGELS OF THE SEA
Linda Shay brings you in contact


Dolphins are not only beautiful animals to look at, they’re teaching us humans a lot as well! According to the American writer, Linda Shay, author of “From Sea to Land”, humanity as a whole is opening to receive messages from the dolphins. Don’t think immediately of expensive trips to Hawaii or other tropical paradises, where you can swim with dolphins. This Dolphin Ambassador brings the energy of the dolphins through to others on land. And Holland is Europe's first location to receive this gift.
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A Telepathic Experience
If you would have told Linda Shay ten years ago that she would become a Dolphin Ambassador, she would have laughed heartily. More than fifteen years ago, she had a prestigious job in corporate America. In the last years of her corporate career, Linda had the feeling that something was missing from her life. The fast-paced, material world of the financial life no longer satisfied her. She became ill, changed jobs, and became ill again. Events she in hindsight describes as messages that it was time for something new in her life. She said farewell to the corporate world and embarked upon her spiritual odyssey. She did several courses in the healing arts field. One of them was Reiki. But the real turning point in her life happened only a year later. Linda: “During a stay in Hawaii, I had an unusual telepathic experience with a pod of dolphins. I was on a boat with a group of tourists, when suddenly a pod of dolphins surrounded us. Everyone ran to one side of the boat to watch them. But it was as if I was rooted to the deck of the boat. I could not move from where I was standing. I felt a stream of energy
pass through my body and in my mind I sent a question to the dolphins: "What are you here to teach us humans?" An answer came back: "Unity-Community."

It was a wonderful experience and I thought it an interesting answer, but I didn’t pay too much attention to it. Communicating with animals and nature was not that unusual for me. I’d been doing that for years. I didn’t feel especially attracted to dolphins. I live in Sedona, which is situated in a desert area in Arizona. I love the mountains, trees and wild-flowers. There are people who have loved dolphins from the time they were a child, and their whole lives they feel they have a strong connection with dolphins. I, absolutely, was not one of those people!

Why Dolphins?
Without giving too much value to the experience, Linda returned home to Sedona. She gradually became aware that something odd was happening. Almost everyone with whom she came into contact, friends and acquaintances as well as people she met for the first time, immediately started to talk to her about dolphins. She did not understand why. It happened with such frequency that one day she cried out, “What is it with the dolphins? I’m in the desert! I don’t get it!”

Not long afterwards, Linda was sitting with a friend in a restaurant, where a psychic offered a short reading for five dollars. Half serious and half joking, they both decided to receive a reading. When Linda sat in front of the woman, the psychic closed her eyes, then opened her eyes and cried out: “Dolphins! You have to visit them! Be with them! Swim with them!”

To Linda’s surprise, the woman talked for the next five minutes, explaining Linda’s special connection to the dolphins. Linda still didn’t feel this connection herself. After the reading, Linda told her friend: “If I really need to go to the dolphins, something will come onto my path that will send me to them.” In the following days, several ‘coincidences’ occurred in quick succession, and two weeks later Linda was on her way to Hawaii.

Stream of Energy
“The first day in Hawaii, when I was swimming with the dolphins, I had a very special experience,” Linda explains. “I was alone in the bay, and all of the sudden, from out of nowhere, dolphins came swimming around me from all directions. One of them swam...
very fast toward me, coming from behind me. We faced one another and looked into each other’s eyes. The dolphin made a clicking sound and very quickly swam away. I did not pay too much attention to this experience either, at first. But from that moment on, some strange things began to happen.

“I talked to a man that evening about my swim experience, and the next morning he came up to me and said, ‘Do you realize that when we talked last night, the dolphins sent energy through you and into me?’ I said, ‘What?!’ In that moment, I heard a voice inside, ‘Listen to him, he speaks the truth.’

“I began paying attention, and I noticed that something was happening to people every time I talked about dolphins. I felt a stream of energy flow through me from the top of my head through my whole body. With many people, I had goose bumps while talking to them about dolphins. I decided to try to work with this energy.

“The first few times I just sat across from someone and held his or her hands and closed my eyes. Almost immediately I felt energy move through my body and into the hands of the other person. The people who received this energy explained what they were experiencing.

“One had the feeling of becoming a dolphin. Someone else came into contact with a previous life they had in what appeared to be Atlantis. A third became completely peaceful and quiet. Everyone’s experiences were unique, and they were always beautiful and positive.

“Looking back, I think that day with that dolphin in Hawaii was some kind of a spiritual initiation. It was as if the clicking sound of this dolphin opened something inside of me, and from that moment on I became a vehicle for the energy and consciousness of the dolphins.”

Ambassador on Land
Back in Sedona, Linda Shay didn’t know what she was to do with these new energy experiences. In a meditation she asked the dolphins what this has to do with her daily life in the desert of Arizona. “The dolphins gave me a clear answer. They invited me to become one of their ambassadors on land. Again I was surprised and did not say ‘yes’ immediately. However, the dolphins brought many situations to me, and time and again, I saw what their energy did for people. Sometimes I would be talking with someone about dolphins, and I would see them change right before my eyes. People became much more open towards me. They were sharing intimately. I thought, ‘If just talking about dolphins has such an impact on people, then what else can their energy do?’

“With all my heart, I answered ‘yes’ to the dolphins’ invitation to become one of their ambassadors on land, and in that moment, made sharing the love and healing frequencies of the dolphins my profession. I did this through individual healing sessions and group meditations.”

For several years, Linda gave herself totally to this new work, and it was a lot of fun! Then something happened that she describes as “the completion of her initiation within the world of dolphins.”

Drunk With Love
Linda Shay: “A few months ago I had an experience as if the energy of the dolphins penetrated into the deepest cells of my bones. For three days, I felt drunk with dolphin love. After that I became ill with the flu. However, it was not a normal flu. The symptoms were very bad, and it took a very long time to heal. For five weeks I felt awful. Then one day I woke up, the symptoms were gone, and I felt completely different. I felt brand new!

“Before, I sometimes had fears and doubts around my work with the dolphins. This was totally gone. I felt that I had received all of my dolphin initiations, and that the personal transformation they were leading me through was complete. I sensed that I would begin to work with the dolphin energy in a new and different way.”

Together with her husband, David, Linda started a school to teach others to work with dolphin energy. She no longer wants to be the only dolphin ambassador on land. She wants to initiate others to become vehicles of the energy and consciousness of the dolphins. The Netherlands is the first European country where Linda is giving these courses. She doesn’t know why, exactly. She lets herself be guided by the dolphins. In Hawaii, the dolphins sent the Dutch woman, Zoë Schoemaker, onto her path. Zoë currently organizes the courses for Linda in our country.
Specialty
Linda's course consists of four weekends. [Note: Since this article was written, the school has been expanded to six weekends]. The participants not only receive the dolphin initiations (Dolphin Attunements), they also learn to apply the wisdom of the dolphins in their daily lives. The dolphin course is, first and foremost, a journey of personal transformation. However, the participants also learn to heal others with the dolphin energy. A great aspect of the course, according to Linda and Zoë, is that it's no longer necessary to swim with the dolphins to receive their messages and energy. And not everyone is able to afford this in the first place. Also, physical contact is not always the way that the dolphins choose to work with people. Linda Shay: “There are different kinds of dolphins, and they all have their own missions, or ‘specialties’. The spotted dolphins who live near the Bahamas bring forth memories from our previous lives. The spinner dolphins, the ones I swam with in Hawaii, are the magicians. They can go from one dimension to the other. Sometimes you see them and then all of a sudden you don't. They are able to make themselves invisible to us. Then you also have the bottlenose dolphins, who are known for their healing qualities. They are used, for example, in dolphin-assisted therapy programs with autistic children. These are also the dolphins who perform in dolphinariums and zoos.”

If just talking about dolphins has such an impact on people, then what else can their energy do?”

The Time is Ripe
“During my visit to The Netherlands, I visited the Dolfinarium in Harderwijk and I felt that, indeed, the dolphins are there because they want to be there,” Linda said. “It is their mission to perform for people. It gives them great joy to make us laugh and have fun. There are also dolphins who are in service to humanity in a different way. Once in a while, I have telepathic contact with a group of dolphins near the coast of Bonaire. Their leader is called ‘Grandfather’, and he regularly appears in my meditations. Acquaintances asked me to ask him if they could create swim trips with people to swim with Grandfather’s pod of dolphins. His answer was, “No. Swimming with humans is not our mission.”

Dolphins don’t do things they don’t want to do. I sometimes ask Grandfather, “Will I ever see you in the physical?” There is always silence. I don’t know if I will ever see Grandfather in his physical form. According to Linda, the dolphins have waited a long time for us humans to become ready to receive their gifts in this way. It seems that slowly, slowly, the time has come where human consciousness is ready to receive the gifts of the dolphins as never before. Linda Shay: “The dolphins have told me that eventually a total merging of our consciousnesses will take place...it will be ‘in the air’. For now, this merge happens when people receive the six Dolphin Attunements through Linda’s school. As more individuals receive these Attunements, this new quality of consciousness will become more accessible for everyone. “One day this new consciousness will spread across the whole planet. A new time will arise, when people will no longer live from fear and doubt, but from love and trust. At this moment, we do everything ourselves, and in our own way. In the future, we will learn again to live with others in an open, honest way, and in a way that is fun! This is what the dolphins mean by ‘Unity-Community’...they are teaching us to trust one another again, to come from a feeling of oneness in our lives together upon Planet Earth.”